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Abstract
Distributed Cognition and Integrational Linguistics have much in common. Both
approaches see communicative activity and intelligent behaviour in general as strongly context-dependent and action-oriented, and brains as permeated by history. But there is some tension between the two frameworks on three important issues. The majority of theorists of
distributed cognition want to maintain some notions of mental representation and computation, and to seek generalizations and patterns in the various ways in which creatures like us
couple with technologies, media, and other agents; many also want to oﬀer explanations at
subpersonal levels which may undercut the autonomy of personal-level accounts. In contrast,
dominant views in integrational linguistics reject all invocation of representation, resist the
explanatory search for similarity across contexts and moments, and see linguistics as a lay discipline which should not oﬀer explanations in terms alien to ordinary agents. On each of these
issues, I argue that integrationists could move closer to the distributed cognition framework without losing the most important aspects of their view: integrationist criticisms of
mainstream or classical theories can be respected while alliances with revised cognitivist views
about representation, context, and explanation are developed.
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1. Introduction and preview
ÔDistributed CognitionÕ is an increasingly common label for a diverse set of views
in the philosophy of cognitive science, views which are hard to render precise and
which remain (to many working in the ﬁeld) marginal and implausible. ÔIntegrational
LinguisticsÕ labels a movement in linguistics, originated by Roy Harris, also hard to
render precise: as Joseph notes, may see it as Ômerely negative, and relentlessly so,
criticising virtually everything ever written about language without oﬀering a coherent alternative vision or programme of workÕ (Joseph, 2003, p. 99). It has thus remained, despite more positive recent expositions (Harris, 1996, 1997, 1998), fairly
marginal and implausible to most working in the ﬁeld. Contributors to this special
issue seek bravely to outline possibilities for fruitful interaction between these two
marginal frameworks. In this paper I pin down speciﬁc points of contact and of conﬂict between them, aiming to work towards a more precise set of shared assumptions
which might help challenge the marginality of the two frameworks in their respective
intellectual and institutional domains. In keeping with the urge to increase the interdisciplinary diversity, I add memory to the mix, using the developmental psychology
of autobiographical memory to exemplify the point that integrational constraints
need not be violated by empirical psychology.
My presentation of Integrational Linguistics is hesitant. I rely particularly on
Roy HarrisÕ work of the last six or seven years, including his remarkable Introduction
to Integrational Linguistics (1998), which (to the surprise of some of HarrisÕ critics)
lays out the programme Ôin a systematic and orderly wayÕ (Joseph, 2003, p. 100). Though
troubled by HarrisÕ tendency Ôto present integrationism as monolithicÕ (Joseph, 2003,
p. 108), I also draw heavily on Stephen CowleyÕs provocative and impressive recent
attempts to bring Integrational Linguistics into contact with (the best bits of) the
contemporary cognitive sciences (Cowley, 2002, 2004; Cowley and Spurrett, 2003).
Integrationist literature is diﬃcult to get into: while at its best HarrisÕ writing is quirky
and playfully elegant, it is not easy to track his use of idiosyncratic terms and his
(paradoxical) desire to police their use. Few attempts to amend or extend integrationism have met with his approval. Even would-be sympathizers can be convicted of
ÔsegregationismÕ, of treating ÔlanguageÕ as an isolable system separate from social interaction, and as distinguishable from non-linguistic phenomena. Realizing then that
my best eﬀorts at avoiding segregationism may turn out to be in vain, that not all allies
are welcome, I approach the task of relating – ÔintegratingÕ may be too hopeful—distributed cognition and integrational linguistics in a spirit of interested engagement. 1
1

The appropriate tactics here are similar to those needed by philosophers of cognitive science in dealing
with diverse but related criticisms from Gibsonian, Wittgensteinian, and phenomenological points of view.
While it is important to stress that Ôcognitive scienceÕ is neither as monolithic nor as rigid (theoretically or
institutionally) as these critics often suggest, a more useful response is carefully to pick out and work with the
positive aspects of these alternative perspectives. I tried to do this for the case of Gibsonian and other
criticisms of theories of memory in my Philosophy and Memory Traces (1998), chapters 15 and 16 (Sutton,
1998). From the criticsÕ points of view, of course, this can look like attempted assimilation by the dominant
paradigm: but the sociology of ÔnormalÕ cognitive science is much too complicated for that to be a simple
process, and in fact most of the cognitive science discussed here is itself, as I have noted, far from mainstream.
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I ﬁrst oﬀer bowdlerized sketches of some core commitments of both programmes
in a way which highlights possible convergence (though further exposition will
emerge as I put them together on speciﬁc issues). It is no part of my brief here to
pin down precisely or to defend the central claims of the distributed cognition movement. Then I single out three issues on which Integrational Linguistics seems to be in
tension with distributed cognition. In each case, it may just be that I have misunderstood the integrationist claims: but in each case I think that their motivating ideas
can, to some extent, be salvaged without the extra negative claims which cause the
conﬂict. At present, Integrational Linguistics is in some ways more radical than distributed cognition: my point is that these extra steps, which take it that much further
away from the cognitive sciences, cause the trouble, and can (I suggest hopefully) be
jettisoned without loss of the strong driving commitments.
This leaves, with luck, a modiﬁed position acceptable to both camps. To underline
and exemplify this position, I ﬁnish with some brief remarks on one strand of current
work in the interdisciplinary sciences of memory. It should be both theoretically
possible and empirically fruitful to hold on to some of the integrationistsÕ ideas
without violating principles which enthusiasts for distributed cognition rightly want
to retain.

2. Distributed cognition
With some inevitable loss of relevant diversity, it is possible to use Ôdistributed
cognitionÕ to bundle together some coalescing recent lines of research in philosophy
of mind, developmental psychology, robotics, cognitive archaeology and anthropology, dynamical systems approaches to cognition, and human–computer interaction
(among other ﬁelds). Key rallying-points for the messy movement include Ed HutchinsÕ ﬁeldwork on the distribution of navigation processes across individuals,
charts, and instruments in Cognition in the Wild (Hutchins, 1995), Andy ClarkÕs synthesis and philosophical development of interdisciplinary work in Being There:
putting brain, body, and world together again (Clark, 1997), and a paper Clark coauthored with David Chalmers defending the idea of Ôthe extended mindÕ (Clark
and Chalmers, 1998). For convenience in this paper, the kind of ÔDistributed CognitionÕ I will be comparing with Integrational Linguistics is roughly that defended by
Clark, as extended further in his more recent writing (see for instance Clark, 2001a,
2003, 2004, and compare Rowlands, 2003, Chapter 9). 2
On ClarkÕs view, we are intricately psychologically tangled with, and our minds
projected out into, a range of cognitive objects such as instruments, media, and other
people. When (for example) an academic is writing a paper, or an artist is working

2
Of course, there are many diﬀerent routes to these ideas: among the relevant areas neglected in this
presentation are related lines of thought about the evolution of cognition (Donald, 1991, 2000; Renfrew
and Scarre, 1998), in the cognitive side of social anthropology (Strauss and Quinn, 1997), in sociology and
philosophy of science (Latour, 1999), and in social ontology (Gilbert, 1989).
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on an abstract artwork, the intelligent activity driving the process can include or
span (as well as brain and body) a notebook, a sketchpad, scraps of paper with
old notes, a friend at the other end of a phone call, various ﬁles on computer or
on paper with records from diﬀerent earlier stages, and so on. Humans, in general,
are Ôbio-technological hybrids . . . primed so as to participate in cognitive and
computational architectures whose bounds far exceed those of skin and skullÕ
(Clark, 2001a, pp. 138, 142). In certain circumstances, artefacts and other external
structures are literally cognitive: notebooks, incised sticks, slide-rules, computer control-sticks, software agents, ﬁngers, knots, rituals, monuments, roads, roadsigns, and
landscapes can become components of an extended system (Haugeland, 1998).
What makes this a view about distributed cognition is the point that such mind-tools
are not simply cognitive commodities, for the use and proﬁt of the active mind:
rather, in certain circumstances, along with the brain and body interacting with
them, they are the mind. For Clark, Ôit is our basic human nature to annex, exploit
and incorporate nonbiological stuﬀ deep into our mental proﬁlesÕ (Clark, 2003,
p. 198).
To stress the ÔleakinessÕ of the human mind is to focus on its tendencies both to
co-opt and to incorporate external resources. Cognitive processes sometimes constitutively involve multiple loops between brain, body, and world, where ÔworldÕ includes both the physical and the social environments with which embodied brains
couple, the ÔscaﬀoldingÕ on which they lean. Cognitive states, like the processes in
which they participate, are thus sometimes hybrid biological and non-biological
states. So, in certain circumstances, things have a cognitive life (Sutton, 2002b).
Claims like this can be put more or less strongly, and have methodological as
well as metaphysical readings. 3 And of course there is much more to say about
the relevant circumstances and conditions: whatÕs critical is the context in
which external resources are assimilated, parasitised, or internalised in some contingent Ôdynamical singularityÕ spanning brain, body and world (Hurley, 1998a).
Successful use of our various Ôdesigner environmentsÕ counts as genuine distributed
cognition when the external resources are used in recognizably ﬂexible cognitive
activity.

3. Integrational linguistics
Roy Harris writes (2000, p. 163)
To make sense of any episode of human communication we have to recognize
an integration of activities being carried out by particular individuals in a particular set of circumstances. Signs are created in the course of this integrational
process.

3
In particular, for present purposes they should not be read as imposing necessary conditions on
cognition.
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In Integrational Linguistics, then, analysis must focus on the context in which action-oriented symbolic activity arises. The integrationist urges us to focus on ordinary embodied skills and habits, on practical strategies of communication rather
than on any set of context-free inner models of reality. Neither ÔlanguageÕ nor ÔcognitionÕ, for Harris, is a system separate from communicative activity. The symbolic
value of any sign emerges only in my reliance on it Ôto integrate certain programmes
of activity in my daily comings-and-goingsÕ (Harris, 2000, p. 68) There is no abstract,
permanent set of meanings and messages in either language or thought, prior to episodes of thinking and communicating.
In turn, Stephen Cowley oﬀers a necessary integrationist account of the role of the
brain, which should be attractive to the post-connectionist inspiration of much distributed cognition theorizing. Brains, for Cowley, are Ôbiosocial organs permeated by
historyÕ (Cowley, 2002, pp. 73, 75). Symbol-manipulation is unlikely to be either
internal or innate in any interesting sense, but is rather an external or relational
capacity learned in developing the capacities to do what feels right. What we call
ÔlanguageÕ is then Ôinsinuated into developing neural organization as an individual exploits symbol-mediated activity to develop social skills and capacitiesÕ (Cowley, 2002,
p. 85).
The implication for method in linguistics is that we should not seek to categorize
an abstract and general Ôlanguage systemÕ, but instead investigate the complex and
diverse practices that drive changes in ÔcontextualizingÕ. Contextualizing is the use
of previous experience Ôto integrate activities so that, in future, their eﬀects are likely
to beneﬁtÕ the agent (Cowley, 2004, especially Section 2.3). Cowley puts this perspective into practice himself in strong empirical studies of (for example) conversational turn-taking and embodied interactivity in dialogue (see Cowley, 2002, p. 87–
89) and by bringing an integrationist perspective to bear on developmental linguistics and psychology (Cowley, 2004). Microstudies of the properties of talk and silence in prosody, gesture, and facial expression can combine, from an
integrational point of view, into a rich picture of the development of utterance
activity, the contextual exercise of utterance capacity, and the propensity to exploit
external symbols.
Already, with this bare thumbnail sketch, we can see a number of productive
points of contact between Integrational Linguistics and distributed cognition. I point
for now to four such convergences, on which both frameworks diverge from more
mainstream perspectives in linguistics and cognitive science. The two frameworks
share a stress on the key role of context in cognitive and linguistic activity, where
ÔcontextÕ includes social, environmental, bodily, and neural factors. On both views,
the internal states and processes implicated in cognitive and linguistic activity are
primarily action-oriented, set up for the integration of a range of embodied and interpersonal goals or processes. External symbols, in both frameworks, are not mere passive tools or supports for the active individual mind, but themselves play key roles in
intelligent activity by transforming the tasks or the requirements of the situation.
And theorists in both frameworks are starting to show that they have productive
practical methodological and empirical consequences.
So far, so rosy. But, inevitably, thereÕs a catch—or three.
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4. Representations
The integrationist rejects a doctrine which Harris calls ÔtelementationÕ. Though it
is not easy to render this doctrine precise, since Harris redescribes it as he ascribes
it to most major ﬁgures in the history of linguistics and philosophy, the central telementationist idea is that language is for the transfer of thoughts from one mind to
another (Harris 1996, pp. 114–115; 1998, pp. 22, 32 and passim). It is striking that
Andy ClarkÕs discussions of language also target this idea: public language does
not just express pre-existing thoughts, but expands the realm of the thinkable,
transforming rather than just reporting on cognitive processes (Clark, 1996, pp.
93–94). Clark calls his own position a Ôsupra-communicativeÕ view of language
(Clark, 1997, Chapter 10), and I have argued that it is a clear rejection of the
ÔexpressivistÕ (or telementational) view of language (Sutton, 2002a, p. 380–384). 4
On ÔclassicalÕ expressivist views in cognitive science and linguistics, the thoughts
expressed in language are prior to, behind, and independent of that expression:
the integrationist and the distributed cognition theorist disagree, seeing the role
of language as more than that of a conduit or channel. A further point of contact
with at least some distributed cognition theorists is in the integrationistÕs suspicion
of any (innate or other) domain-speciﬁc mechanism or module of linguistic
cognition.
Having shared enemies does not automatically make you allies: and in particular
nothing I have said so far suggests agreement between the two frameworks in their
positive views of the functions and nature of linguistic and other communicative
activity. But there is a more immediate concern which can serve to introduce a ﬁrst
point of tension. For most distributed cognition theorists, questions about the nature
of communicative activity and linguistic representation are one thing, while questions about the nature of mental representation are quite another matter. Distributed
cognition, indeed, can be sensibly taken to be a view about (the nature and location
of) mental representation (or at least the vehicles of mental representation—see
below). But in Integrational Linguistics, the attack on telementational views of communication often seems to be taken as in itself an attack on mental representation
too. Or at least, whatever the core reason, the integrationist is just as hostile to
any invocation of mental representation as to the idea that the job of language is
to represent thoughts.
This is another aspect of what the integrationist calls Ôthe language mythÕ, which
arises through some combination of poor (Western) theorizing and ordinary integra-

4
The label ÔexpressivismÕ is GaukerÕs (1999), and captures what Gauker had previously (1994) called
Ôthe Lockean theory of communicationÕ. Locke is one of Roy HarrisÕ prime telementationists (Harris,
1996, p. 135; 1998, pp. 32–33). Peter Carruthers clearly lays out a range of options about this doctrine in
current theory (Carruthers, 2002). Part of my argument in Sutton (2002a) was that expressivism (or
telementation), which is a view about linguistic representation and communication, is logically
independent of debates about whether or not thinking itself is linguistic in form (a doctrine I called
ÔlingualismÕ, following John Preston (1997, p. 1)). My worry in this section is that the integrational linguist
(deliberately, but in my view wrongly) is conﬂating the two issues.
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tive activity. As well as ÔtelementationÕ, the integrationist criticizes the Ôﬁxed codeÕ as
mythical. The Ôﬁxed code mythÕ is the idea that either language or thought is a system
of determinate correspondences between form and meaning (Harris, 1996, p. 131;
1998, p. 22). (Harris accepts that telementation and the ﬁxed code are logically
independent aspects of the language myth, but suggests that in practice they are
almost inevitably taken to be mutually supporting). Although the ﬁxed code is
sometimes presented simply as a view about linguistic determinacy (Harris, 1998,
p. 32), it is also regularly framed as a thesis about psychological determinacy, and
the rejection of ﬁxed codes is taken to be a rejection of any psychological realism
about representations, of what Cowley calls Ôtoken-realismÕ (Cowley, 2002, pp. 76,
85–86). 5
Here we have at least some confusion or, at worst, a serious problem. Although,
as I will show in a moment, theorists of distributed cognition do have many diﬀerent
views on these points, what I am taking to be the mainstream position requires some
notion of (weakened and contextualized) mental representation. Questions about the
relations between form and meaning, or in contemporary jargon, between the vehicles of content and the contents they carry, should not be assumed to have either easy
or determinate answers (Hurley, 1998a,b), for Ôdistributed cognitionÕ means that the
relevant vehicles can sometimes, partly, be outside the brain and body. 6 But that
such questions are worth asking, that answers are worth looking for, and that there
are both vehicles and contents for us to ask these questions about, are views widely,
and in my view rightly, held among philosophers of distributed cognition. To show
this, I will need to back up and say quite a bit more about the motivations for retaining mental representation in distributed cognition: but some quick conceptual geography will help ﬁrst, to locate what IÕm calling this ÔmainstreamÕ view among a
range of alternatives. I want to distinguish this particular view, in particular, from
the views of (actual or possible) enthusiasts for distributed cognition who couple
this enthusiasm with either a classical or an eliminativist account of mental
representation.
Firstly, on the one hand (on the right?), there are philosophers sympathetic to key
parts of the distributed cognition framework who retain some version of a ÔclassicalÕ
view of mental representation. ItÕs not necessary, that is, to reject the Language of

5

So we can read Nigel LoveÕs (2004) critique of Clark as claiming that, despite ClarkÕs best eﬀorts at
genuinely contextualising both mind and language, ClarkÕs position in the end attributes an unrealistic
form of psychological determinacy to mental representations (Love, 2004). Love rightly notes that ÔClarkÕs
target is not the idea that brains represent aspects of a real, independent world, but rather the idea of those
representations as inert and action-neutralÕ: but the brunt of LoveÕs argument is that there turns out to be
no middle way here, and that even ClarkÕs minimal invocation of mental representations collapses back
into the ﬁxed code: as Love puts it, Clark underpins his ideas about public language Ôwith the classical,
codist view of private languageÕ. See footnote 17.
6
ItÕs for this reason that Rowlands (2003, Chapter 9) calls the view Ôvehicle externalismÕ: this is what
distinguishes distributed cognition from more common forms of semantic or social externalism, which is a
view only about content and says nothing about the individuation or location of the vehicles of content.
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Thought hypothesis (LOT) 7 to be sympathetic to distributed cognition: debates
about whether the medium of thought is linguistic or not are independent of debates
about whether and to what extent cognition extends into the environment. It is possible to argue, indeed, that the nature of computation within a classical account of
mental representation requires distributed coupling with external symbol-systems
(Wilson, 1994; Sterelny, 2000). 8 But while the fact that most adherents to the distributed framework reject LOT is contingent, there are, I will argue, sound reasons
for them to do so and instead to retain revised, non-LOT-style conceptions of mental
representation: their representations will not be atomic, independent, or context-free.
Integrational linguists do not tend to distinguish between these diﬀerent possibilities,
or to acknowledge that not all accounts of mental representation are LOT-style accounts: so one question to put to them is whether their qualms about mental representations are only qualms about Ôﬁxed codesÕ of the LOT style. Can the cognitive
sciences invoke any mental representations which are not Ôﬁxed codesÕ?
On the other hand (on the left?), there are philosophers sympathetic to distributed
cognition who do reject mental representations wholesale. They are unwilling to postulate determinate contentful inner cognitive states which ﬁgure in computational
cognitive processes. This ÔeliminativistÕ strand in distributed cognition has representatives in robotics, developmental psychology, and dynamical systems cognitive theory (van Gelder, 1995). 9 The idea is that external representations alone do all the
explanatory work, and that thereÕs no need to talk of ÔmentalÕ representation at
all: since in many cases Ôthe world is its own best representationÕ (Brooks, 1991),
thereÕs no need ever to postulate additional internal or spread representations (for
an overview and discussion see Eliasmith, 1996). ThereÕs a superﬁcial similarity here,
then, with Integrational Linguistics, and a similar interpretive diﬃculty: are the
representations being rejected simply LOT-style atomic, context-free representations? 10

7
In both of its main forms: Jerry FodorÕs (1976) hypothesized Mentalese, an innate set of atomic
constituents of thought which (re)combine according to combinatorial principles, and natural language as
itself the medium of thinking (Carruthers, 2002).
8
One reason that, in practice, few philosophers combine the Language of Thought (LOT) with
Distributed Cognition may be that most adherents to LOT make a sharp distinction between intrinsic and
derived content, by which all external symbols and resources have at most derived content. But again, such
a distinction is not required by LOT: nor is it obvious that such a distinction in fact does rule out
Distributed Cognition (Clark, 2004). And in one respect LOT-style theories sit better with Distributed
Cognition than do connectionist theories: they see (or impose) a stricter symmetry or parity between the
format and dynamics of the ﬁxed stock of symbols in the brain, and (at least some) external symbols like
notebooks. I argue in the rest of this section that connectionist-style theories, however, oﬀer a better
picture of the complementary relations between internal and external representations.
9
ItÕs historically awkward to use the term ÔeliminativistÕ for these views, even though it is accurate,
because it is apt to be confused with eliminativism about folk or common-sense psychology. But
eliminativists in the latter sense, notably the Churchlands, are emphatically not eliminativists about mental
representation (Sutton, 1999).
10
This is a plausible interpretation at least of the strand in van GelderÕs thought which focusses on
clariﬁcation of the radically diﬀerent (non-Language-of-Thought-style) properties of connectionist
representations (van Gelder, 1991).
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So issues about the existence and the format of mental representation are (and
should be) distinct from issues about distribution. I am going to argue now for
one particular combination of positions, but there are a cross-classifying range of
coherent options here. It may be that neither debate is yet well formulated 11: I suggest that the laudable motivations behind the integrationistÕs rejection of ﬁxed codes
do not in fact rule out revised accounts of mental representation, and oﬀer a sketch
of what such revised accounts might look like.
We can get at this by examining another reason why, in the distributed cognition
framework, external processes and structures can be themselves (part of) cognitive
processes and states. It is not that the outer resources—notebooks, sketchpads,
and so on—have the same format and dynamics as the internal (neural and bodily)
resources with which they are coupled in intelligent activity. Especially for connectionist sympathizers like Andy Clark (Clark, 1993), the internal aspects of such distributed systems and processes have quite diﬀerent formats and dynamics from the
typically more static and passive external symbol systems. Internal plasticity is the
norm. In the brainÕs neural networks, information is ÔstoredÕ only superpositionally,
in the enduring but modiﬁable connection weight matrices of the network. So biological memory is reconstructive, with recall in a context (for example) driven by the
non-explicit information sedimented in the network through its experience. This is
the connectionist equivalent or realization of Stephen CowleyÕs vision of organismsÕ
brains sculpted by their history. ÔDistributed cognitionÕ, then, is a convenient label
for a set of sciences of the interface between plastic, permeable inner resources
and more stable outer resources: crudely, itÕs just because thereÕs relatively little ﬁxity
in the brain that we scaﬀold ourselves so thoroughly with artefacts and other people.
So, as Clark puts it, the external media we use as our cognitive technologies are Ôbest
seen as alien but complementary to the brainÕs style of storage and computation. The
brain need not waste its time replicating such capacities. Rather, it must learn to
interface with the external media in ways that maximally exploit their particular virtuesÕ (Clark, 1997, p. 220). 12
So distributed cognition still allows the brain to have a style of Ôstorage and
computationÕ. Indeed there is no obvious reason to see the framework as incompatible with a generic computational theory of mind, provided computation
is broadly construed: if computational processes are a particular variety of causal
processes, those in which the transitions between states exhibit some kind or
degree of semantic coherence, then both connectionist and distributed cognition

11

The eliminativist-representationist front, for example, has only recently been clariﬁed by Mike
WheelerÕs helpful decomposition of debates about internal representation into distinct, empiricallyaccessible claims about the particular organization of compartmentalized but communicating subsystems
(Wheeler, 2001).
12
This ÔcomplementarityÕ argument for the extended mind should take precedence over the Ôparity
principleÕ (Clark and Chalmers, 1998). ThereÕs a helpful clariﬁcation of these points in Clark (1998), which
is responding to OÕBrien (1998).
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frameworks allow for computation. 13 ThereÕs nothing in the idea of computation
itself which speciﬁes that only the brain can be the locus of computational cognition,
or that the representations over which computations occur must be atomic and ﬁxed.
This does not prove that distributed cognition needs representation and computation. But it means that attempts to get by without these notions need strong alternative explanations of the various phenomena which have always prompted their
invocation. ItÕs extremely suggestive, for sure, and relatively neglected in cognitive
science, that sometimes when we remember experiences in the distant personal past,
or think about things which are absent or highly abstract, we can only do so (or can
do so much more easily) in the presence of relevant external representations. 14 But
we can also sometimes do these things without such scaﬀolding in our immediate
present environment, 15 an ability which still seems on the face of it to require some
primarily inner trace or representation (Clark, 1997, pp. 166–170). This is compatible
with the point that the particular coalescence of internal resources driving the exercise of such a capacity may be temporary and context-speciﬁc: no extraction of a
fully-formed item from long-term cold storage is required. Further, a number of recognizably Ôdistributed cognitionÕ-style empirical programmes seem to require representational talk, applied equally to artefacts and to brains. Ed Hutchins (1995), for
example, wants to be able to track the causal path of particular contents across the
various vehicles—individual brains and bodies, machines and instruments, and so
on—which can carry them in the course of complex navigation. It only makes sense
to ask questions about transmission and potential distortion across media if we can
trace a speciﬁc representation and its antecedents and descendants. 16 And ﬁnally,
a core reason for ClarkÕs rejection of ÔtelementationalÕ ideas about the expressive
function of language is that linguistic activity has signiﬁcant eﬀects on the mental
representations of the language-user. If language is Ôthe ultimate artefactÕ
(Clark, 1997, p. 193), it is because we and it have conspired, over both historical
and developmental time, to gain us the capacity to think diﬀerently. For example,
linguistic labels can turn thoughts or other ﬂeeting mental phenomena into diﬀerent kinds of object, increasing their stability, allowing us to consider, reconsider,
reﬂect on, and re-use them: this, for Clark, is the basis of our capacities for
self-criticism, and in turn such Ôthoughts about thoughtsÕ help us restructure the

13

The fact that Ôsemantic coherenceÕ and related notions like Ôreason-respecting behaviorÕ (Clark,
2001b, pp. 2–16) are themselves matters of degree does not rule out an objective account of computation
which relies on them.
14
ItÕs not, in cases like these, that there are no inner traces, but that in the period before coupling with
external triggers or cues, such traces only form memories which are (to greater or lesser extent) incomplete.
15
And even when such scaﬀolding is present, it is natural at least to invoke internal representational
diﬀerences to explain the psychological and behavioural diﬀerences between the system which, due to its
history, is able to exploit it, and systems which cannot so exploit it.
16
Compare also the epidemiology of representations developed by Dan Sperber (Sperber, 1996).
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(physical and social) environment. 17 None of this could get going if there were no
mental representations, distributed for sure but partly inner, for linguistic activity
to inﬂuence.
Where does this leave the integrationist? Does Integrational Linguistics have
arguments against even ﬂexible, action-oriented, context-sensitive mental representations? Harris argues that there are no determinate relations between form and meaning for any sign: Ôintegrational theory treats the intrinsic indeterminacy of the sign as
the foundationÕ (Harris, 2000, p. 72). And although Stephen Cowley does accept
something called Ôorganic computationÕ, which needs further explication, he denies
that there are Ôtokens of determinate valueÕ which Ôestablish symbolic referenceÕ
(Cowley, 2002). There is no deﬁnite psychological typology: regularities are not to
be found in the brain, but only in activities. It can only be a metaphor, for the integrationist, to say that tokens are produced and processed in the brain: to forget this,
as in CowleyÕs view many theorists do, shows the lack of a concept of contextualization. For Harris, there are no sensible questions to be asked about the ÔsamenessÕ of a
sign across contexts: what matters is only how activities are integrated on the basis of
our uses of resources in the world.
Connectionist versions of distributed cognition theory do sometimes get close to
this perspective, as they do to their shared ancestor, the considerations against a private language found in the later writings of Wittgenstein. But as with those considerations, the philosophers of distributed cognition want (for the reasons outlined
above) to accept the underlying motivations without jettisoning all reference to mental representation. ÔTokensÕ do not have to be a ﬁxed code or a permanent store. It
may well be that often we create representations at the moment we need them: in
autobiographical remembering, for example, we do not pull an intact experience
out of a passive episodic memory system (Engel, 1999, p. 6). 18 The materials which
drive such context-ridden processes of reconstruction operate in conspiracies of
internal and external causes. There are real and diﬃcult questions here about the
identity of distributed implicit ÔrepresentationsÕ (Ramsey, 1997): yet we want to be
able to understand not only occurrent episodes of psychological activity, but also
enduring or dispositional psychological states; and to be able to model (and refer
in causal explanation to) the kinds of transforming, distorting, or generalizing processes which operate over time on such enduring implicit representations.
So theorists of distributed cognition can agree with Harris that a sign is not a Ôdiscrete autonomous entityÕ, if that means (as Harris takes it to) that it must be Ôrather
17
See also Millikan, 2001. This does not mean, however, that having Ôthoughts about thoughtsÕ turns
the mind into a linguistic engine (or a ÔJoycean machineÕ). Nigel Love (2004) on occasion reads ClarkÕs
remarks about the cognitive roles of, for example, Ôthe mental rehearsal of sentencesÕ as if they explicated
ClarkÕs view of all mental representations: but of course, for post-connectionists like Clark, thought is not
itself linguiform. This is particularly clear in ClarkÕs exchanges with Daniel Dennett—see for example
Clark (2002). For LoveÕs further and more pertinent argument against even Ôa realm of non-linguistic
thoughts or ideasÕ see my comments in Section 6.
18
In his account of a dispositional representation as a Ôdormant ﬁring potentialityÕ Damasio (1995, pp.
103–104) nicely compares the mythical town of Brigadoon which becomes visible only once every century:
Ôdispositional representations exist in potential state, subject to activation, like the town of BrigadoonÕ.
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like a chess piece being returned to its box after the game, ready to come out again
when next neededÕ (Harris, 2000, p. 82). They can also accept the caution that we
should not assume in advance that representations, especially internal representations, must underlie intelligent and integrative activity. But they can rightly deny that
there are no sensible questions to ask about signs across contexts, that it makes no
sense to look for representations underlying integrative activity, and that we can
achieve all our explanatory goals without invoking representations.

5. Reduction, levels, and subpersonal explanations
Roy Harris argues that the mechanisms by which I recognize and contextualize
anything in a particular way in relation to certain activities should be investigated
in the neurosciences, and not in linguistics. The possibilities and the limits of human
communication, he argues, are set simultaneously by ÔbiomechanicalÕ, ÔmacrosocialÕ,
and ÔcircumstantialÕ factors. So in addition to the roles of context and of culture, the
bodily capacities and state of the communicating agent are given their place: there is,
however, no acknowledgement of an intermediate level of enquiry into cognitive or
representational processes. To understand the integrationist programme, then, we
need to see just what kind of ÔbiomechanicalÕ factors are considered legitimate. To
the physical properties of the human agent and of the symbolic media used by the
agent Cowley adds the brain, which constrains language, but emphasizes that its
use is in turn constrained by linguistic practice.
What then is the proper subject-matter of Integrational Linguistics? What are its
relations, as a discipline and a mode of enquiry, with other apparently connected research programmes? Integrationists argue that their project has and should have a
signiﬁcant degree of autonomy:
The business of integrational linguistics is not to be confused with neurophysiology, or speech pathology, or auditory phonetics, any more than watching
cricket is to be confused with observing how bats are made or pitches laid.
(Harris, 1998, p. 146).
The cricketing analogy suggests a peaceful disconnected coexistence of the activities mentioned: even if the processes and mechanisms studied in Ôlower-levelÕ sciences
are necessary preconditions or grounds for the communicative activities studied by
the integrationist, it would be absurd to think that understanding them would throw
any light on the Ôhigher-levelÕ phenomena. 19 Integrational Linguistics is about

19
IÕm going to use ÔlevelsÕ talk in this section as if it was clear, which it is not. The kinds of looping and
coupling eﬀects dear to distributed cognition theorists do problematize the neat hierarchical pictures of
levels which we have inherited from the days of the classical reductionist Ôunity of scienceÕ doctrine. But
though I cannot argue the case here, I believe that levels talk can in fact be rendered precise and defended
within such more complex frameworks, along the lines developed for example by Carl Craver (2002): for a
contrary view see Machamer and Sullivan, 2001.
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embodied agents, not their components. Where machines compute, according to
Cowley, living bodies contextualize. Not brains, but conscious human bodies are
masters of symbolic reference, and the tasks those bodies engage in are separate from
the neural instruments used (Cowley, 2002). Integrational Linguistics, then, is to
operate at the personal level of explanation, which is autonomous from and irreducible to any subpersonal processes and mechanisms: this personal level, however, is
not to be understood psychologically, but as the level of ordinary integrative agency
in the natural and social world.
But in fact it is not clear just how neuroscientists should proceed even if they
wanted to maintain the neat division of labour which Harris suggests. 20 In trying
to deal with the mechanisms and processes underlying (for example) recognition
and contextual action without violating integrationist principles, they would have
to abjure all allegedly illegitimate psychological constructs, and studiously avoid
treating their accounts of subpersonal processes as if (even collectively, even when
set in context) they could explain personal action and contextualization. Unless
the neurosciences are implausibly restricted to the study of basic anatomy (and perhaps not even then), functional hypotheses are required to get even structural inquiry
going, or to identify and oﬀer candidate taxonomies of the explananda.
Rather than taking this point into a discussion of general debates in philosophy of
science about reduction and levels of explanation, I will again compare integrationist
doctrine on these issues with a range of views in the literature on distributed cognition. Some philosophers see the idea that the vehicles of cognition are distributed
across brain, body, and world as itself primarily pitched at a subpersonal level
(Hurley, 1998a). But this is not the only coherent view. The personal/subpersonal
distinction does not play a signiﬁcant role, for example, for Andy Clark, who takes
the distributed cognition framework to be applicable to the self or agent too. Notions like ÔpersonÕ, ÔresponsibilityÕ, and ÔagencyÕ are not protected from the potential
leakage of mind into the world (Clark, 2003).
In some respects the resulting picture seems close to the integrationistÕs: although
ÔbiomechanicalÕ factors are reinterpreted as subpersonal cognitive factors, we are to
investigate these in social and ÔcircumstantialÕ context, with no clear and discrete personal level in between. I am far from sure how to interpret integrationists on this
point, but would like better to understand their resistance to this dissolution of
the subject into the subpersonal and the social at once. It seems odd to say, with
Cowley, that Ôpersons exploit brain dynamics to embody contextualizing activityÕ:
one wants to know who precisely is doing this exploiting, who is the user, and what
is the nature of the userÕs knowledge of and access to such brain dynamics. It might
be more consistent simply to say that contextualizing activity occurs, within a less
individualist picture of personal identity.
This move would bring integrationism closer to one strand in the distributed
cognition movement, which is to reject the idea of the person as prior to and
20

Again, the same problem arises when Wittgensteinians, Gibsonians, or phenomenologists seek to
distinguish purely scientiﬁc projects in the neurosciences from illegitimate, philosophically-tainted
confusions of neuroscience and psychology. See for example Bennett and Hacker, 2003.
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unencumbered by objects, tools, aids and so on. The autonomous individual as the
possessor and independent user of artefacts, and as the owner and controller of
memories and other mental states, is seen as an unfortunate residue of psychological
internalism, which relies on an unrealistic picture of control (Clark, 2003). Instead
there are simply brains and bodies interfacing (or contextualizing) variously with
each other and with technologies and media in various contexts. When personal-level
talk is solidiﬁed into an autonomous theoretical level, instead, it acts as an oddly static bottleneck between the dynamic processes studied in both subpersonal and social
enquiry. 21
I shouldnÕt give the impression that this is a mainstream perspective within distributed cognition. For the moment I want simply to point out that integrational linguists cannot easily go this way: they retain an autonomous personal level in being
committed to Ôlay-oriented linguisticsÕ. For Harris, everyone is necessarily a linguist,
because everybody deals with the contextual nature of communication, and thus has
some grip on the biomechanical, macrosocial, and circumstantial factors which enable and constrain it. There can be no ÔrealÕ linguistic facts available to science alone,
of which the competent lay speaker could be ignorant. A Ôscientiﬁc linguisticsÕ would
be full of myths, arcane, and of no general interest, driven by an almost pathological
urge to strip away the ordinary messiness of communicative activity in search of a
less coarse and confusing pure or basic language underneath.
The idea that linguistics is and should be essentially lay-oriented seems at ﬁrst
bewildering, like the corresponding claim that common-sense psychological understanding of mind and activity is and should be the only kind of psychology. For integrationists, it is in mutual support with the attack on representations and on any
postulated ÔdeepÕ mental processes and states which might be inaccessible to the subject. Lay-oriented linguistics, to make an initial point, will certainly be incompatible
with almost any version of distributed cognition, since theories and particular explanations in the latter framework pay no particular respect, and oﬀer no particular
priority, to ordinary views about the mind, which are often marked with individualist assumptions. Though I will qualify this point at the end of this section, I want ﬁrst
to run through three problems, of increasing importance, with the focus on lay or
common-sense understandings of mind and communicative activity.
If Ôlay-oriented linguisticsÕ were implemented literally, to the extent that whatever
ordinary speakers think about language and communication is the end of the matter,
then no-one could ever be wrong on these matters, and linguistics would be a mess of
incompatible beliefs. Clearly this is not the idea: but it is hard to ﬁnd principled reasons in the integrationist literature for taking some lay views and practices seriously
and not others.
Harris accepts, of course, that much lay thinking about language is tainted by
ÔWestern theoriesÕ of representation, and by the Ôlanguage mythÕ. But the integrationist somehow stands outside of the myth in order to criticise it, even if it is a lay myth
and integrationism is essentially lay-oriented. There are threats of self-refutation

21

Thanks to Don Ross for discussion on this point.
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here: whatever kind of theory, or framework, or even attitude, Integrational Linguistics is meant to be, it is not easy to specify principled reasons to think that it alone
can justiﬁably take a neutral view, untainted by the problematic aspects of lay
thinking.
Behind these ﬁrst two concerns hides a deeper diﬀerence between integrational
and mainstream linguistics and cognitive science, about method, explanation, and
theory. HarrisÕs ideal is a kind of linguistics which not only is not itself a natural science, but which has no particular relations with the natural sciences. This is partly
because of his focus on context, the topic of the following section. For now itÕs worth
pointing out that ClarkÕs distributed cognition forcefully challenges the legitimacy of
the kind of divisions between natural sciences and social sciences on which Harris
relies. While Clark expects the distributed cognition framework to come up with surprising results which may not be easily assimilable into ordinary lay views, HarrisÕs
restriction of linguistics to (suitably puriﬁed versions of) common-sense understandings threatens to paralyze enquiry.
I see two possible ways out of this impasse. Perhaps Integrational Linguistics need
not be so committed to being lay-oriented: and indeed there seems to be an impressive corpus of detailed theory already in place under the integrationist banner which
goes far beyond anything lay speakers come up with in the course of ordinary thinking about communicative activity.
Or, to try to ﬁnd some way better to respect the lay orientation of Integrational
Linguistics, we could ask whether in fact there might not be signiﬁcant strands of
common-sense thinking about mind and language which are closer to the integrationist and distributed perspectives. Perhaps, outside highly selective and speciﬁc
elite cultural contexts in the modern West, folk have long been and often still are
happy to see language as deeply embedded in contextualizing activities, and cognition as distributed across bodies and world. Without assuming that the folk are always right, this line of thought would encourage us to seek closer contact with both
phenomenological and common-sense thinking than has been traditional in mainstream linguistics and cognitive science.

6. Context and explanation
Both distributed cognition and Integrational Linguistics take context very seriously, and problems arise for both frameworks as a result. Attention to context
seems to some to make the right kind of science impossible. Theorists of distributed
cognition can just bite the bullet on this point, and in opting for slightly diﬀerent
kinds of science take on the burden of demonstrating the cash value of their vision.
It is not clear, however, that the integrationist has the parallel resources to get out of
jail here: in this section I show how the problem arises in each framework, and suggest some directions for possible integrationist responses.
Distributed cognition examines Ôcognitive and computational architectures whose
bounds far exceed those of skin and skullÕ (Clark, 2001a, p. 138). But such architectures include a daunting array of the social and technological systems with which
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embodied brains can couple. What would cognitive science be like, how could it continue, if its objects include notebooks, sketchpads, and tattoos as well as brains? Critics of the framework complain that systems of brains coupled with cognitive tools,
computing devices, or memory aids Ôwould seem to form such a motley collection
that they will not form the basis for any signiﬁcant scientiﬁc theorizingÕ (Adams
and Aizawa, 2001, p. 63). Distributed cognition thus threatens to thwart cognitive
scienceÕs connected quests for natural kinds and for disciplinary identity. If scrabble
tiles, spice racks, cocktail glasses, slide-rules, incised sticks, shells, languages, rules
and laws, moral norms, knots, codes, maps, diagrams, ﬁngers, software devices, rituals, monuments, rhythms and rhymes, and roads (to take just a sample from the
distributed cognition literature), can count as part of the legitimate subject matter
of the sciences of mind, is not the project obviously absurd?
ClarkÕs answer to this challenge has two strands (Clark, 2004). On the one hand,
we should not work with an overly restricted or puritanical notion of scientiﬁc explanation; on the other hand, we should not rule out in advance the possibility that in
fact there may be higher-level accounts which do ﬁnd commonalities or patterns
across the Ôunscientiﬁc motley of capacitiesÕ (Adams and Aizawa, 2001, p. 62) exhibited by extended hybrid minds. Carefully contextualized accounts of particular forms
of scaﬀolding and their cognitive roles need not descend into a nightmarish disarray
of unrelated descriptions. Distributed cognition still encourages, of course, the
study of the brain and its representational capacities as a key term in the cognitive
relation: yet neuroscience must be coupled with the social sciences, history, media
theory, and so on if we are to get at objective accounts of our cognitive hybridity.
While we want to include treatment of both individual diﬀerences and historical differences in relation to the technologies and processes of distributed cognition, there
is no principled reason to abhor theorizing about the dimensions on which such differences might be found.
Whether or not this strategy turns out to be appropriate in the case of distributed
cognition, the same problem arises with even greater force in the case of Integrational Linguistics. Again, attention to context seems to rule out the search for patterns which characterizes even modest aims in explanation. For Harris, a sign Ôhas
no continuous identity outside the contextualization that brought it into existenceÕ
(Harris, 2000, p. 82). Written signs have the same ephemerality as speech. The integrational constraints alter in every context, and there are always multiple contexts for
any episode of integrative activities. The point is that contexts are not extrinsic to
signs, and thus dispensable in analysis: rather they are built in to the act of use. 22
The net must be cast wide in addressing relevant contexts: even, for example, attitudes or implications about morality or authority can be built in to integrative activity. Harris oﬀers an extended meditation on the contextual nature of writing your
22

One epigraph to HarrisÕs Signs, Language and Communication (1996) is from Giulini: ÔThe
performance is ‘‘this moment’’. You can never do twice the same performance, thanks GodÕ. Harris
interprets claims or thoughts like this (if there can ever be two similar claims or thoughts on his view) as
entailing that it makes no sense to ask whether and in what respects two performances are similar or
diﬀerent: lack of identity across contexts is taken to imply total dissimilarity across contexts.
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signature, noting how diﬀerent this activity is from merely copying it (Harris, 2000,
p. 161–183). Since both writers and speakers create signs at a moment, Harris argues
that there is no point in seeking a theory of signs-in-general, or of the nature of signs
abstracted from speciﬁc uses. For Cowley, too, no utterance or other integrative
activity is context-free, and every contextualization is necessarily unique; and for
Love (2004), Ôsignhood is a transient, not a permanent, property of a signÕ.
There are two kinds of ways to interpret this careful attention to context. I will
recommend that it should be thought of as a regulating ideal for explanation, such
that in principle the patterns and generalizations sought in our sciences of mind and
language should have suﬃcient ﬂexibility and richness to be applied in thick description of local historical or individual action. On the other hand, it could be thought of
as an extremely pure form of empiricism, in which the uniqueness of particular constellations of events or contextualizing activities is treated as their total dissimilarity.
At times, HarrisÕs version of Integrational Linguistics seems to take the latter path:
we are not even to seek patterns or generalizations across the diﬀerent instantiations
of signs in diﬀerent contexts, we are not to theorize or try to oﬀer explanation beyond the single case. This would make it hard to see how Integrational Linguistics
can proceed or generate empirical programmes, and would raise questions about
its utility in driving enquiry.
On this stronger integrationist view, only occurrent communicative activity is a
proper object of study; there can be no investigation of any enduring or dispositional
features of signs, and thus no patterns or similarities across diﬀerent contexts of use
to be investigated. This point underpins LoveÕs critique (2004) of Clark: Love rejects
the invocation of any mental representations, even Ôa realm of non-linguistic
thoughts or ideasÕ, on the ground that such thoughts would have to be Ôinvariants
that remain the sameÕ, deﬁnite entities, repeatable without loss of meaning, and
unambiguously identiﬁable as the same across contexts. Love rightly points out that
there are no such things, no ﬁxed codes, no private languages: but he is wrong to
think that Clark is invoking such mysterious context-free inner symbols. The fact
that context-dependence renders the possibility of identity across contexts problematic does not, as Harris and Love assume, thereby rule out the possibility of (investigable) similarities across contexts.
To put the point another way, I would argue that context-dependence is itself a
matter of degree. The extent to which meanings shift with contextual change is itself
not constant across contexts: so our understanding of cases in which there is some
degree of stability across contexts requires a framework in which the very idea of
semantic stability across contexts makes sense. Indeed HarrisÕs own practice implicitly depends on this point: he accepts that the media or vehicles of symbolic activity
diﬀer on a range of dimensions connected with semantic stability across contexts.
The printed book, for example, is Ôthe least context-boundÕ of all forms of writing,
approximating the kind of portable and autonomous set of representations which
the Ôlanguage mythÕ erroneously assumes in advance. We should agree with Harris
in rejecting in general the idea of Ômedium-transferabilityÕ, the strict identity or constancy of contents over diﬀerent material instantiations: but, and as a consequence,
we should expect to ﬁnd diﬀerent particular kinds of medium-transferability in
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relation to the use of signs in diﬀerent situations. Indeed the literature of distributed
cognition includes well-developed frameworks for addressing the diﬀerent properties
of diﬀerent external structures: in comparing internal and external symbolic structures (or ÔexogramsÕ) in understanding the cultural evolution of cognition, for example, Merlin Donald picks out a number of key properties on which such structures
can diﬀer both from each other and over time (Donald, 1991, p. 315). Admittedly
such attention to external structures alone needs to be supplemented by analyses
of their uses, and by historically-speciﬁc narratives of technological and social
change. But there is no reason to accept an inference from the uniqueness of contexts
to their total incommensurability.
On the issue of context as well, then, the possibility of developing a shared vision
for Integrational Linguistics and distributed cognition depends on the integrationists
dropping some more extreme glosses on their important insights. To ensure that the
appropriate care for particularity is not translated into a ban on explanation or on
the search for speciﬁc similarities across occasions, integrationists could reinterpret
existing empirical work in their tradition as already investigating diﬀerent continua
along which to understand particular kinds of contextualized signs.

7. Cash value: memory development
I have suggested that the most valuable insights of the integrationist tradition, in
both its critical and constructive modes, can be retained while dropping the more extreme claims which put it in tension with the distributed cognition framework. I want
to ﬁnish with brief remarks about one strand of current interdisciplinary enquiry into
memory, which demonstrates how psychological enquiry into cognition and language might respect the integrationistsÕ insights. This work in the developmental psychology of autobiographical memory also shows the intellectual and institutional
possibilities for integration of these insights with work in neighbouring disciplines:
this openness to related but diﬀering theory might also serve as a useful model for
Integrational Linguistics.
This developmental work on early autobiographical memory relates to an increasing consensus in recent cognitive psychology about the reconstructive nature of
remembering. As IÕve characterized this elsewhere (Sutton, 2003; compare Schacter,
2001), this involves three main strands which should each be compatible with integrationist thinking: a search for multicausal accounts of any episode of remembering, a stress on the plasticity of any ÔstorageÕ system (whether internal or external),
and a focus on the key explanatory role of context, especially the contexts of recall. 23 In the resulting general vision of adult human memory, remembering is seen

23
In relation to the concerns about representation discussed in section 4 above, it is worth underlining
that this post-connectionist perspective on dynamic internal processes still includes space for nonoccurrent memory representations (many ÔstoredÕ or embodied in the same set of weights, for example),
which are more like embodied dispositions or habits than Ôﬁxed codesÕ.
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as an integrative activity in the present rather than an automatic extraction of a
permanent trace from cold storage. This opens the way to a potential general
integration of social and interpersonal analyses of memory with mainstream psychological accounts of processes within the individual.
Social-interactionist research in the developmental psychology of memory exempliﬁes precisely these themes. Like much work in distributed cognition, this tradition
relies on Vygotskian notions of scaﬀolding: just as in motor development, where children initially rely on external aids before coming to embody relevant skills by themselves, so in cognitive development the particular paths by which capacities are
acquired and honed may leave traces as the socially-available resources are idiosyncratically internalised. Although children talk about the past almost as soon as they
begin talking, adults initially provide much of the content and the structure of their
references to the past. From early abilities to capture generic regularities, temporal
sequences, and routines of action, children gradually develop more sophisticated
abilities spontaneously to remember particular episodes in their personal past. Memory sharing practices, usually at ﬁrst initiated by adults, encourage the childÕs acquisition of the notion that there can be diﬀerent perspectives on the same onceoccupied time, so that the past becomes a potential object for negotiation, shared
attention, and discussion (McCormack and Hoerl, 1999).
While there is much uncertainty about the necessary conditions for the development of these full autobiographical memory abilities, and increasing agreement that
integrative multi-factor accounts are required, the social-interactionist research of
Katherine Nelson, Robyn Fivush, and others oﬀers a powerful angle on the process
(see Nelson and Fivush, 2000 for a review and survey). Parental and cultural models and examples for the recounting of past events act as scaﬀolding on which children start to hang their own memory narratives. They may then, to diﬀering
degrees, internalise the forms and narrative conventions appropriate to their context. The framework has produced rich empirical evidence for individual, gender,
and cultural diﬀerences (see Sutton, 2002a for review and discussion). WhatÕs worth
noting here is that this work is not necessarily anti-cognitivist, and does not require
neglect of either brain processes or the internal aspects of representational processes: indeed recent work suggests that there may be quite distinct pathways to similar developmental outcomes in autobiographical memory, with some children
leaning more heavily on the cultural and linguistic resources of their local narrative
environment, and others relatively shielded from these inﬂuences (Harley and
Reese, 1999).
Language can thus play a key role in shaping autobiographical memory both in
particular contexts and over time, through its eﬀects on a representational system.
Without assuming that language is itself the medium of cognition or of autobiographical memory, we can see ways in which local narrative resources help to
ÔfreezeÕ thoughts about the past, allowing children to develop the perspectiveswitching abilities which ground our understanding of the past. So the case of autobiographical memory development shows how to see strong contextual factors
operating often by way of their eﬀects on the childÕs representational capacities
and their exercise.
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8. Conclusions
IÕve oﬀered sketches of the distributed cognition and Integrational Linguistics
frameworks so as to highlight some shared intellectual motivations and assumptions,
then pinpointed three potential areas of conﬂict or diﬃculty. Where integrational linguists are sceptical about any invocation of mental representations, IÕve suggested
their criticisms should be applied only to rigid atomistic conceptions of internal representation, and that they should accept the more ﬂexible picture of representation
developed by post-connectionist theorists of distributed cognition. Where integrationists seem committed to the autonomy of personal-level explanation, so that neuropsychological accounts are excluded from their Ôlay-orientedÕ disciplines, I have
suggested that this uneasiness about cross-level explanation and about the subpersonal is dispensable, and has signiﬁcant costs. And where integrationistsÕ admirable
commitment to context makes it hard to get an explanatory programme going, we
should accept the inevitability of multiple contextualization and still get on with
the work of seeing which contexts matter, and why, rather than remaining squeamish
about the whole project of generalizing across contexts. Attention to the sculpting of
brains by history and context which integrationists like Cowley, at least, envisage,
which allows for substantial individual and cultural diﬀerences within a broad developmental system, does not require us to jettison mental representation, cross-level
inﬂuences, or explanation.
If this is the cost of an alliance with the distributed cognition framework, the integrationist may indeed be tempted to refuse the oﬀer. If distributed cognition is still
taken to be burdened by the many myths of mainstream linguistics and cognitive science, integrationists may decide to remain free from the proﬀered integration. I have
argued that this continuing isolation and insulation is both unnecessary and undesirable. The future development of both frameworks in an integrative rather than combative spirit is certainly not necessary, but might be of considerable mutual advantage.
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